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Abstract. Nowadays services are one of the most important issues in the scope 
of the Web Information Systems (WIS). Although, there is a great amount of 
Web services, still it do not exist methods or modelling techniques that can 
guarantee quality in services and service-oriented applications development. 
MIDAS is a model-driven methodology for the development of WISs and is 
based on UML, XML and object-relational technology. Web services represent 
a new dimension in WIS development, in which the systems are constructed by 
means of transparent integration of services available in the Web. WSDL is the 
language proposed by the W3C for Web service description. In this paper, an 
UML extension for Web services modelling defined in WSDL is described 
through a case study. 
 
 

1� Introduction 
In the last decade the Web has become one of the main channels to share and to 
spread information. Services are one of the most important issues in the scope of Web 
Information Systems (WIS). One of the central ideas of this approach is that future 
applications will be conceived like a collection of services available through the Web. 
So, for example, companies and organizations could encapsulate their business 
processes and publish them like services in the Web, or request other available 
services and integrate them to their applications, to provide new solutions.  
Several technologies, such as JAVA or .NET allow implementing this kind of 
applications. However, there is not any solid methodological basis for service-
oriented system and Web services development. For this reason, new methods or 
modelling techniques are needed to guarantee the quality in service-oriented WIS and 
Web services development. In the last years a large amount of modelling techniques 
and methodologies for the development of WIS [5,8,11] and service-oriented WIS 
[15] have appeared. MIDAS [13,4] is a model-driven methodology for the 
development of WIS, that proposes to use standards in the development process It is 
based on UML [2], XML [3] and object-relational technology [7]. MIDAS selects, 
adapts and integrates, if possible, the best techniques and notations of existing 
methodologies and also defines some new ones if necessary. Thus, for example, the 
UML extension for object-relational database design [12,14] and the UML extension 
to represent XML Schemas [16] have been defined. 
Fig. 1 shows the MIDAS architecture, which has a system core that represents the 
domain and business models. Over this central core we define a ring which includes 
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